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Abstract: In the present paper, an approach for updating the continuous stress range distribution
of a welded connection of a wind turbine support structure with predicted information from strain
measurements is presented. Environmental conditions, such as wind or, in offshore fields, waves
and currents, in combination with rotor excitations generate cyclic stresses affecting the reliability
of welded joints of the support structure over the service life. Using strain measurements, these
conditions can be monitored, and the resulting stress ranges, under consideration of measurement,
mechanical and material uncertainties, can be reconstructed. These stress ranges can be used as an
input for updating the prior probability density function (PDF) of the stress ranges predicted by the
overall dynamics and a detailed design analysis. Applying Bayesian probability theory and decision
theoretical implications, the predicted posterior probability density of the stress ranges is calculated
based on the design information and uncertainties. This approach is exemplified, and it is shown how
the predicted stress ranges and the design stress ranges are distributed. The prior and the predicted
posterior stress ranges are used for a reliability calculation for potentially entering a pre-posterior
decision analysis.

Keywords: Bayesian updating of stress ranges; posterior fatigue reliability; strain measurements of
wind turbine support structures

1. Introduction

Wind turbines with fixed support structures, which are used for the conversion of
wind energy to electric power with little to no greenhouse gas emissions, consist of different
components, e.g., in the turbine part (the blades or the generator) and the structural part
(the support structure). Over the service life, the components are exposed to different
environmental loads, such as wind and, additionally in offshore fields, waves and currents,
in combination with the excitation by the rotor, which can lead to damage and, if applicable,
to failure of the whole wind turbine. For a safe and accident-free operation of wind turbines
over the service life, condition monitoring (of the movable parts) and structural health
monitoring (of the static components) can be installed. To monitor the load on the static
components, e.g., the monopile, strain gauges can be applied to the outer surface to record
its actual strain and determine the stress state.

In the design phase of wind turbines, various factors related to the turbine and the
structural part have to be considered. The location of the wind turbines, with the charac-
teristics of the wind field and the geographical conditions, but also the legal requirements
must be considered. Subsequently, the layout of the turbine, including the movable parts,
i.e., the rotor blades, the hub, the gear box and the generator, and also the nacelle has to
be designed appropriately to find the optimal configuration for energy production. Based
on the layout and characteristics of the turbine part and considering the climate and geo-
graphical conditions, the support structure of the wind turbine can be designed, e.g., as a
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monopile, a jacket structure or a floating type. The design of the turbine and the structure
are an iterative process, considering changes and adjustments. In this process, different
developers and manufacturers work together due to the complexity of wind turbines [1,2].

During the design phase of wind turbines, their time dependent behavior is modelled
with probabilistic engineering models considering uncertainties, e.g., in the environmental
conditions, in the model itself and in the material, to calculate and forecast the reliability. By
using data from the installed monitoring systems, the uncertainty in the design phase can be
reduced and predictions about the further behavior can be made more accurately. However,
the latter point requires the modelling of relevant uncertainties for the measurement of
stress ranges. Furthermore, repair and maintenance planning requires the forecasting of
stress ranges and the utilization of both the prior (designed) and the measured stress ranges,
i.e., the calculation of the predicted posterior stress ranges.

In the field of structural reliability, knowledge on stress ranges is fundamental, as it
is included in the reliability calculation (e.g., [3,4]). In the context of structural integrity
management using decision analysis, it is often beneficial to collect additional information
prior to making a decision [5]. This information can be obtained from measurements, which
facilitates a posterior decision analysis. The information can also be predicted, which results
in a pre-posterior decision analysis [6]. In wind turbines, several measuring systems can be
installed, e.g., acceleration sensors [7] or strain gauges (as considered in this publication),
which can be used to collect information about conditions of the component or structure
and for updating prior data on the stress ranges.

Based on the above reasoning, an approach is presented to determine how (1) the
prior data on the stress ranges from the design can be used to forecast stress ranges to be
measured with an uncertain measurement system and (2) the forecasted stress ranges can
be adapted by the prior stress ranges to calculate the predicted posterior stress ranges.

In the first part, based on design information about the stress resultants, the prior
probability density function of the stress ranges is determined based on material and
mechanical models considering uncertainties. Using predicted strain measurements, which
are also derived from the prior information of the stress resultants, and considering the
uncertainty in the measurement process, the materials and the mechanical models, the
resulting stresses ranges are determined and used as input for updating the prior stress
range distribution. Applying Bayesian probability theory, the predicted posterior stress
range distribution is determined according to Bayes’ theorem.

In the second part, the reliability of a welded joint is calculated considering the prior
and the predicted posterior stress ranges.

2. Decision Theoretical Background

Pre-posterior decision analysis pursues the aim of optimizing decisions by collecting
additional yet unknown information in combination with the information actions [8–10].
Fields of application of the pre-posterior decision analysis include, for example:

• The design of monitoring systems;
• The optimization of inspection and maintenance operations;
• The planning required for the design of experiments;
• The decisions about the detail of the model.

General pre-posterior decision analyses are composed of information management,
system state management and utility, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. General overview of pre-posterior decision analysis. 

Choice nodes are visualized as rectangles and chance nodes are shown as circles, 
while the utility node is a visualized as a diamond. The aim is to find the optimal infor-
mation acquirement strategy, 𝑖 , together with the corresponding outcome-dependent ac-
tions, 𝑎 , to maximize the expected pre-posterior utility, 𝑈 : 𝑈 =  𝑚𝑎𝑥∈𝒊 𝐸 𝑚𝑎𝑥∈𝒂 𝐸 | 𝑢 𝑖 , 𝑍 , 𝑎 , 𝑋  (1)

Various solutions of the objective function (Equation (1)) in normal and extensive 
analysis formulation have been produced in recent decades [11]. Most commonly, the in-
formation outcome, 𝑍 , is modelled as an event defined by a limit state function (see, e.g., 
[12]). The information outcome event is used for posterior updating of the system states. 
The system states are defined as discrete states to facilitate the allocation of the utility 
model, which is associated with discrete safe, failure and damage states. For the event of 
damage, i.e., 𝑋 = 𝐷, the system state is described with the limit state function, 𝑔(𝚯), 
and the inequality 𝑔(𝚯) 0 (𝚯) is denoted as the vector of uncertain input variables. 

Measurement outcomes are in many cases continuously distributed, especially re-
lated to continuous measurements. The outcome 𝑍 = 𝑍  is then distributed with the 
probability density function 𝑓 (𝑧). One or more of the limit state function random varia-
bles 𝚯 can then be updated depending on the physical relation to the measurand. The 
joint, i.e., pre-posterior, probability density function for parameters of the system state, 𝑓𝚯 , (𝜽, 𝑧), is defined by the conditional probability definition for continuous distributions: 𝑓𝚯 , (𝜽, 𝑧) = 𝑓𝚯| (𝜽|𝑧) ⋅ 𝑓 (𝑧) = 𝑓 |𝚯(𝑧|𝜽) ⋅ 𝑓𝚯(𝜽) (2)

It should be noted that for the decision theoretical extensive formulation, i.e., the cal-
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Monte Carlo approaches [13–15]. 

The conditional probability distribution of the outcome given the system states 𝑓 |𝚯(𝑧|𝛉) may be defined as the likelihood given the (already obtained) observations. The 
likelihood approach facilitates that the uncertainties caused by, e.g., the deviations in the 
mechanical and measurement processes, are captured and modelled. Limitations in the 
view of the authors are that that in the context of a pre-posterior decision analysis, the 
observations are not given but predicted based on the prior model and that an explicit 
model of measurement uncertainty is lacking. The latter point may prevent measurement 
system development and innovation, as the relevant measurement system performance 
characteristics may not be identified (see, e.g., [16,17]). 

For the specific situation that fatigue relevant stress ranges are determined with 
strain gauge measurements and rainflow counting (e.g., [18]), the random variable stress 
ranges based on measured strains, Δ𝜎 , are the outcome 𝑍. The design calculation of the 
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Choice nodes are visualized as rectangles and chance nodes are shown as circles, while
the utility node is a visualized as a diamond. The aim is to find the optimal information
acquirement strategy, ii, together with the corresponding outcome-dependent actions, ak,
to maximize the expected pre-posterior utility, Upp:

Upp = max
ii∈i

EZj

[
max
ak∈a

EXl |Zj

[
u
(
ii, Zj, ak, Xl

)]]
(1)

Various solutions of the objective function (Equation (1)) in normal and extensive
analysis formulation have been produced in recent decades [11]. Most commonly, the
information outcome, Zj, is modelled as an event defined by a limit state function (see,
e.g., [12]). The information outcome event is used for posterior updating of the system
states. The system states are defined as discrete states to facilitate the allocation of the utility
model, which is associated with discrete safe, failure and damage states. For the event of
damage, i.e., Xl=1 = D, the system state is described with the limit state function, g(Θ),
and the inequality g(Θ) < 0 (Θ) is denoted as the vector of uncertain input variables.

Measurement outcomes are in many cases continuously distributed, especially related
to continuous measurements. The outcome Zj = Z is then distributed with the probability
density function fZ(z). One or more of the limit state function random variables Θ can
then be updated depending on the physical relation to the measurand. The joint, i.e.,
pre-posterior, probability density function for parameters of the system state, fΘ ,Z(θ, z), is
defined by the conditional probability definition for continuous distributions:

fΘ ,Z(θ, z) = fΘ|Z(θ|z ) · fZ(z) = fZ|Θ( z|θ) · fΘ(θ) (2)

It should be noted that for the decision theoretical extensive formulation, i.e., the
calculation and sampling of the posterior distribution fΘ |Z(θ|z ) = 1

c · fZ|Θ( z|θ) · fΘ(θ)

with c =
∫

Θ
fZ|Θ( z|θ) · fΘ(θ)dθ, non-direct solutions have been developed by Markov

Chain Monte Carlo approaches [13–15].
The conditional probability distribution of the outcome given the system states

fZ|Θ( z|θ) may be defined as the likelihood given the (already obtained) observations.
The likelihood approach facilitates that the uncertainties caused by, e.g., the deviations
in the mechanical and measurement processes, are captured and modelled. Limitations
in the view of the authors are that that in the context of a pre-posterior decision analysis,
the observations are not given but predicted based on the prior model and that an explicit
model of measurement uncertainty is lacking. The latter point may prevent measurement
system development and innovation, as the relevant measurement system performance
characteristics may not be identified (see, e.g., [16,17]).

For the specific situation that fatigue relevant stress ranges are determined with strain
gauge measurements and rainflow counting (e.g., [18]), the random variable stress ranges
based on measured strains, ∆σM, are the outcome Z. The design calculation of the stress
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ranges is represented by the random variable ∆σDesign. The predicted posterior probability
density function (Equation (2)) can then be rewritten as:

f
(
∆σDesign

∣∣∆σM
)
=

1
c
· f
(
∆σM |∆ σDesign

)
· f
(
∆σDesign

)
(3)

with c =
∫

∆σDesign
f
(
∆σM |∆ σDesign

)
· f
(
∆σDesign

)
d∆σDesign.

Application of Strain Measurements in Structural Health Monitoring

In structural health monitoring, for the determination of stress resultants, which are
caused by external loads affecting the structure, the measurement of elongations often
provides the initial position. Besides optical measurement methods, such as fiber optic
sensors or digital image correlation with high-resolution cameras, electrical measurement
methods, usually in the form of strain gauges, are commonly used [19,20]. The advantages
of strain gauges are that they are low cost, easy to install and precise [21]. The use of strain
measurements in structural health monitoring over a period of time and its evaluation can
be found in various research fields, e.g., in the prognosis of aircraft engine components
based on a fracture mechanics model [22]. Strain measurements are input into the reliability
calculation to update fatigue reliability and for further predictions of the component or
system [23]. One of the first examples of the application of strain measurements to assess
the fatigue of wind turbines was described in [24]. By using monitoring data, a more precise
calculation of the fatigue life compared to that determined at the design phase could be
made, as shown in [25], where the fatigue life of the principal structural components of the
tower were significantly higher.

3. Framework for the Calculation of the Predicted Posterior Stress Ranges in Wind
Turbine Support Structures

The first part of Section 3 details the determination of the continuous predicted poste-
rior stress range PDF based on predicted stress ranges using strain measurements. The un-
certainty in the strain measurement process is described in Section 3.2, while in Section 3.3,
the calculation of the stress resultants from the determined strains is described in detail. In
Section 3.4, the correlation model between the uncertainty parameters is explained.

3.1. Determination of Predicted Posterior Stress Ranges Based on Predicted Strains

For the determination of the predicted posterior probability of the stress ranges,
f (∆σDesign

∣∣∆σM) , the prior distribution of the stress ranges, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, is updated with

predicted stress ranges, f (∆σM
∣∣∆σDesign) , based on strain which results from the prior

knowledge of the system:

f
(
∆σDesign |∆ σM

)
=

1
c
· f
(
∆σM |∆ σDesign

)
· f
(
∆σDesign

)
(4)

The approach for the determination of predicted posterior stress ranges is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Scheme for the determination of the predicted posterior stress ranges, f (∆σDesign

∣∣∣∆σM) .

The models are described by g(), while the uncertainties are abbreviated with X. RF describes the
rainflow counting algorithm.

On the left side of Figure 2, the determination of the prior stress ranges is shown,
while on the right side the determination of the predicted stress ranges based on strain is
visualized.

A detailed explanation of the determination of the prior stress ranges and the stress
ranges based on the predicted strain measurements is described below.

For the determination of the stress ranges based on predicted strain measurements,
f (∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign) , the starting point is the data of stress results from the design, RODS(t).
The uncertainty in the simulation of the stress results from the design process is

modelled with the overall dynamic simulation uncertainty, XODS, which is multiplied by
the stress results. The uncertainty includes [26,27]:

Xdyn

Uncertainty related to the modelling of the
dynamic response, including the uncertainty in
damping ratios and eigenfrequencies;

Xst
Uncertainty connected with the assessment of
the wind climate;

Xexp

Uncertainty related to the modelling of the
exposure (site assessment), such as the terrain
roughness and the landscape topography.

The overall dynamic simulation uncertainty is then calculated as:

XODS = Xdyn · Xst · Xexp (5)

When an offshore wind turbine is considered, the uncertainty in the wave loading,
Xwave, has to be included in the overall dynamic simulation uncertainty.

Based on the stress results, the measured strains, εM(t), at the measurement positions
(red dots in Figure 4) are calculated by:

εM(t) = g−1
Mat

(
g−1

Mech(XODS ·RODS(t))
)

(6)

The inverse material model, g−1
Mat(), describes the calculation from the corresponding

stresses σ(t), τ(t) to the measured strains, assuming linear elastic material behavior and
a plane stress state. The inverse mechanical model, g−1

Mech(), describes the relation of the
determination of the stresses σ(t), τ(t) from the corresponding forces and moments, in
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this case XODS ·RODS(t). A detailed explanation of the material and mechanical model can
be found in Section 3.3.

Due to uncertainness in the strain measurement process, the measured strains are
subject to measurement uncertainties, for example:

ε(t) = XStrain, amp · εM(t) + XStrain, app (7)

The amplifier strain measurement uncertainty, XStrain, amp, contains the uncertain am-
plifying deviation factor, the model uncertainty associated with the gauge factor correction
model, the gauge factor variation and the temperature coefficient of the gauge factor. The
apparent strain measurement uncertainty, XStrain, app, includes the model uncertainty, the
uncertain amplifier zero deviation and the model uncertainty of the temperature variation
curve. A detailed model of the measurement uncertainties can be found in Section 3.2.

Using the strains, ε(t), the nominal stress, σnominal(t), can be determined by using the
material and mechanical model including the related uncertainties Xmat and XMech (e.g., at
the welded joint) by:

σnominal(t) = XMech · gMech

(
g−1

Mech(XMat · gMat(ε(t)))
)

(8)

The individual calculation steps in Equation (8) are described in the following by
Equations (9)–(11).

The normal and the shear stresses, σ(t), τ(t), at the position of the strain gauges using
the material model gMat() are determined based on the calculated strains, ε(t):

[σ(t), τ(t)] = XMat·gMat(ε(t)) (9)

The uncertainty in the material model, XMat, is modelled by the Young’s modulus, E,
and the Poisson ratio, ν, as random variables. Variations in the Young’s modulus and the
Poisson ratio along the circumference are normally small and can be neglected [28].

The determined stresses are used for the calculation of the stress resultants, R(t). The
relation between the normal and shear stresses and the stress resultants is given by an
inverse use of the mechanical model, g−1

Mech(). The stress resultants are in the same section
as the strain measurement:

R(t) = g−1
Mech(σ(t), τ(t)) (10)

The stress resultants are input for the calculation of the nominal stress, σnominal(t), in
the same section by using the mechanical model, gMech():

σnominal(t) = XMech · gMech(R(t)) (11)

The nominal stress considers macro-geometric effects and describes the stress in a
structural component [29]. The uncertainty in the mechanical model itself is in accordance
with the probabilistic model code of the Joint Committee of Structural Safety (JCSS), mod-
elled with the random variable XMech [28]. The random variable is multiplied by the model
output. Although the mechanical model is used twice in the determination of the nominal
stress, the model uncertainty is only considered once, as the model does not change.

Based on the nominal stresses, the hot spot stresses, σhot spot(t), are calculated with
the stress concentration factor, SCF, and by considering the uncertainty in the stress
concentration factor with XSCF [27]:

σhot spot(t) = XSCF · SCF · σnominal(t) (12)

SCF accounts for the local stress concentrations due to the geometric discontinuities
in the welded joint without consideration of the weld geometry [30] (Figure 3).
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The stress ranges, f (∆σM
∣∣∆σDesign) , result from the hot spot stress, σhot spot(t), using

the rainflow counting algorithm, RF() [18]. The algorithm counts the stress ranges and
cycles in the stress history:

f (∆σM
∣∣∆σDesign) ∼ RF

(
σhot spot(t)

)
= RF(XSCF · SCF · σnominal(t)) (13)

The prior distribution of the stress ranges, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, is directly determined based

on the stress resultants from the design, RODS(t). Using the probabilistic mechanical
model, Xmech · gMech(), based on the stress resultants and the overall dynamic simulation
uncertainty, XODS, the nominal stress, σnominal(t), is calculated by:

σnominal(t) = XMech · gMech(XODS ·RODS(t)) (14)

As introduced above, the prior stress ranges, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, are determined using the

rainflow counting algorithm which counts stress ranges and cycles in the stress history of
the hot spot stress (Equations (12) and (13)).

3.2. Uncertainty Modelling in the Strain Measurement Process

The strain ε, which can be determined by a stain gauge (cf. Equation (7)), can be
described as the sum of the amplifier strain, εamp, the apparent strain, εapp and the model
uncertainty, Bp [31]:

ε = BP + εamp + εapp (15)

The amplifier strain denotes the strain which is measured with the strain gauges and
the amplifier, while the apparent strain results from temperature effects in the strain gauge.

The strain measurement is an electrical process, where small changes in the voltage
in a circuit are measured. Commonly, the Wheatstone bridge concept in a quarter bridge
configuration with one active strain gauge is used. Based on this arrangement, the measured
strain, εM, is the ratio between the amplifier supplies voltage, UB, and the corresponding
bridge output voltage, UA, considering the batch specific gauge factor k [32]:

εM =
4
k

UA
UB

(16)

Due to the influence of various uncertain factors, the measured strain, εM, is not
identical with the mechanical strain, ε. Their general relation is given by Equation (15) and
shown in more detail in the following process equation [33]:

ε = Bp +
faa

ck(Xk, T)
εM + faz + εT(XT , T) (17)
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where Bp describes the model uncertainty, faa is the uncertain amplifying deviation factor,
is the uncertain amplifier zero deviation and T is the temperature of the substrate, which is
also measured.

The uncertainty of the gauge factor and its correction is described by ck(Xk, T):

ck(Xk, T) = 1 + Bs + fs,v + fs,q + αk·
(

T − Tre f

)
(18)

where Bs represents the model uncertainty associated with the gauge factor correction
model, fs,v is the gauge factor variation and αk·(T − 20 ◦C) models the temperature vari-
ation of the gauge factor. fs,q is the transverse strain correction factor, described by the
transverse sensitivity, q (Equation (19)), the Poisson ratio, ν0, and εq and ε l , which repre-
sent the actual strains perpendicular and parallel to the primary axis of the strain gauge,
respectively:

fs,q =
q

1− q ν0

(
εq

ε l
+ ν0

)
(19)

To compensate computationally for the temperature drift of the sensor, εT(XT , T) is
introduced. This quantity is referred to as the apparent strain and is defined as:

εT(XT , T) = ε̂T(T) + BT ·
(

T − Tre f

)
(20)

where BT ·(T − 20 ◦C) is the model uncertainty of the temperature variation curve and
ε̂T(T) is a batch specific temperature variation curve [34]:

ε̂T(T) = −31.8 + 2.77 T − 6.55·10−2 T2 + 3.28·10−4 T3 − 3.26·10−7 T4 (21)

3.3. Reconstruction of Stress Resultants from Strain Measurements at Tubular Sections

Using the information of elongation from the strain gauges, which are applied to the
outer surface of the wind turbine support structure, the stress resultants (axial force Nx,
shear forces Vy and Vz, bending moments My and Mz and torsional moment Mx) in this
cross-section can be determined (Equations (9) and (10)) [31]. The measuring positions
of the strain rosettes, i = 1, 2, 3, shown as red dots, are evenly distributed around the
circumference (Figure 4a).
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sette applied on the surface of the steel tube consisting of three strain gauges marked as a, b and c. 

Each strain rosette consists of three strain gauges 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐, with a local coordinate 
system with coordinates (𝜉 , 𝜂 ), where the 𝜉 -axis is pointing in the tangential direction 
of the outer surface of the tube and the 𝜂 -axis is aligned with the global 𝑥-axis (Figure 
4b). The top view of the cross-section, together with the measuring positions as red dots, 
are shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4. (a) Cross-section along a tubular steel wind turbine tower with three strain rosettes
positioned around the section’s circumference marked as red dots and (b) illustration of the strain
rosette applied on the surface of the steel tube consisting of three strain gauges marked as a, b and c.

Each strain rosette consists of three strain gauges a, b and c, with a local coordinate
system with coordinates (ξi, ηi), where the ξi-axis is pointing in the tangential direction of
the outer surface of the tube and the ηi-axis is aligned with the global x-axis (Figure 4b).
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The top view of the cross-section, together with the measuring positions as red dots, are
shown in Figure 5.
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At the measuring positions, the normal strains, εη,i and εξ,i, and the shear strain, ψηξ,i,
of an infinitesimal material element can be determined from the mechanical strains εa,i, εb,i
and εc,i taking the angels α, β and γ into account:

 εξ,i
εη,i

ψξη,i

 =

cos2(α) sin2(α) 0.5· sin(2α)
cos2(β) sin2(β) 0.5· sin(2β)
cos2(γ) sin2(γ) 0.5· sin(2γ)

−1

·

εa,i
εb,i
εc,i

 (22)

Assuming classical beam theory, linear elastic material behavior and a plane stress
state, the normal stresses σξ,i and ση,i and the shear stress, τi, can be calculated based on
the previously determined strains for every measuring point:σξ,i

ση,i
τi

 =
E

1− ν2

1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 0.5·(1− ν)

 ·
 εξ,i

εη,i
2ψξη,i

 (23)

The uncertainty in the material model is modelled by the Young’s modulus, E, and
the Poisson ratio, ν, as random variables [28].

Noting that σx(yi, zi) = ση,i, the relation between the section forces and moments,
Nx, My and Mz, and the normal stress, σx(yi, zi), at a position is given by:

σx(yi, zi) = ση,i =
Nx

A
+

My

Iy
zi −

Mz

Iz
yi (24)

where Iy and Iz are the corresponding moment of inertia about y- and z-axis, respectively,
and A is the cross-sectional area of the thin-walled tubular cross-section. Since the normal
stress, σx(yi, zi) = ση,i, can be determined at each position i = 1, 2, 3 from the measured
strains εa,i, εb,i and εc,i, it is possible to formulate a system of linear equations with unknown
Nx, My and Mz and to solve this system of linear equations:1/A z1/IY −y1/Iz

1/A z2/IY −y2/Iz
1/A z3/IY −y3/Iz

·
Nx

My
Mz

 =

ση,1
ση,2
ση,3

 =

σx(y1, z1)
σx(y2, z2)
σx(y3, z3)

 (25)
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The shear stress, τ(yi, zi), at every measurement position can be expressed by the
shear forces and torsional moment, Vy, Vz and Mx, as:

τ(yi, zi) =
Mx

2Amt
−

Vy Sz(yi, zi)

Iz t
−

Vz Sy(yi, zi)

Iy t
(26)

where t is the wall thickness and Sy(yi, zi) and Sz(yi, zi) are the first moments of area
at position i in the y- and z-direction, respectively, while Iy and Iz represent the second
moments of area. Bredt’s formula is used to describe the relation between the shear stress,
τ(yi, zi), and the moment, Mx. For determining the shear forces and the torsional moment,
it is possible to formulate a system of linear equations, which relates the shear stresses,
τ(yi, zi), to the stress resultants. This system of linear equations can be solved for Vy, Vz
and Mx.1/(2Amt) −Sz(y1, z1)/(Izt) −Sy(y1, z1)/(Iyt)

1/(2Amt) −Sz(y2, z2)/(Izt) −Sy(y2, z2)/(Iyt)
1/(2Amt) −Sz(y3, z3)/(Izt) −Sy(y3, z3)/(Iyt)

·
Mx

Vy
Vz

 =

τ(y1, z1)
τ(y2, z2)
τ(y3, z3)

 (27)

Equations (23), (25) and (27) represent a material model, gMat(), and a mechanical model,
gMech(), which relates the strain state to the stress resultants R =

[
Nx, Vy, Vz, Mx, My, Mz

]T,
this calculation is defined as:

R = g−1
Mech(gMat(ε1, ε2, ε3, ν, E)) (28)

where εi = [εa,i, εb,i, εc,i]
T is the vector of mechanical strain determined from strain mea-

sured by strain gauges a, b and c at position i = 1, 2, 3.

3.4. Correlation Model between the Uncertain Parameters

For the correlation between the parameters of process equation (Equation (17)), which
describes the relation between the measured strain and the mechanical strain using strain
gauges, the following assumptions are made:

• The strain gauges of the strain rosettes, which are evenly distributed around the
circumference, are of the same type.

• If applicable, the strain gauges are from the same batch and thus have the same
fabrication quality and production standards.

• The strain gauges are installed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
• The application of the strain gauges is in accordance with the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions.
• The strain gauges are exposed to the same environmental conditions, e.g., wind speed

and temperature. The spatial orientation of the strain gauges around the circumference
(north, east, south and west) is neglected and thus the influence of the sun is neglected
too.

• Every strain gauge is connected to its own amplifier [32,35].

The correlation between the individual uncertain strain gauge parameters, with ex-
ception to the model uncertainty, Bp, and the model uncertainty associated with the gauge
factor correction model, Bs, of the process equation (Equation (17)), is assumed to be high,
i.e., ρ = 0.9, because strain gauges of the same type are used. The correlation between the pa-
rameters of the model uncertainties, Bp and Bs, is zero, i.e., ρ = 0. The correlation between
the uncertain amplifying deviation factor, faa, and uncertain amplifier zero deviation, faz, is
assumed to be zero, i.e., ρ = 0, as no further information on possible correlation is available.
Moreover, the parameters of the gauge factor correction, ck(Xk, T), are uncorrelated as no
further information on the correlation is available either.

The parameters describing the material behavior, the Young’s modulus, E, and the
Poisson ratio, ν, are not correlated with each other, i.e., ρ = 0. The correlation between
the Young’s modulus at the different measurement positions may be neglected, i.e., ρ = 1.
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Additionally, the correlation between the Poisson ratio at the different measuring positions
is neglected, i.e., ρ = 1 [28].

The model uncertainties Xdyn, Xst, Xexp and if necessary Xwave, representing the overall
dynamic simulation model uncertainty XODS, are not correlated with each other, i.e., ρ = 0,
since they constitute different models.

4. Reliability of Welded Connection Determined by an SN Approach

Based on the prior and predicted posterior stress range distributions, f
(
∆σDesign

)
and

f (∆σDesign
∣∣∆σM) , the fatigue reliability of the welded joint over the service life can be

determined by an SN approach. This approach is based on experimental data, which are
obtained by laboratory experiments and provide a functional relationship between the
failure life, N, in this case the number of stress cycles to failure, and the constant stress
range, ∆σ. The general relation of a linear SN curve is given by:

N = K · ∆σ−m (29)

where K and m are constants, which are determined by the regression of the fatigue data in
the logarithmic scale. Using the natural logarithm ln(), Equation (29) can be rewritten as:

ln(N) = ln(K)−m · ln(∆σ) (30)

A distinction is normally made between linear and bi-linear SN curves. For structures
which are subjected to random loading and located in a corrosive environment, bi-linear
SN curves are the most relevant [36]. A bi-linear SN curve is defined by:

N =

{
K1 · ∆σ−m1

K2 · ∆σ−m2

f or
f or

∆σ > ∆σ′

∆σ ≤ ∆σ′
(31)

where (N′, ∆σ′) is the intersection of these two equations, with N′ = K1 · (∆σ′)−m1 =
K2 · (∆σ′)−m2 .

Fatigue is commonly subjected to different stress ranges and in combination with the
SN curves, the Palmgren–Miner rule (hypothesis of linear damage accumulation) can be
established to estimate the fatigue behavior subjected to variable amplitude loading. The
hypothesis is that the damage accumulation is independent of the sequence of the applied
stress cycles [37].

The fatigue damage, Dtot, is stated for a number of constant amplitude stress blocks
and given by:

Dtot =
q

∑
i=1

n(∆σi)

N(∆σi)
(32)

where q is the number of stress blocks applied, n(∆σi) is the number of constant stress
amplitude cycles for the block i with stress range ∆σi and N(∆σi) is the number to failure
for the stress range ∆σi.

If the total damage accumulation, Dtot, which is the fraction between the stress cycles
and those required for failure, exceeds a limit ∆, fatigue failure occurs (e.g., ∆ = 1 [37]).
The limit state can be written as:

∆− Dtot ≤ 0 (33)

The stress cycles can be determined by using cycle counting algorithms (e.g., the
rainflow counting algorithm), i.e., for every stress cycle ni, the corresponding stress range
∆σi is calculated. In fatigue analysis, the long-term distribution of the stress ranges (in the
following denoted by f (∆σ)) can be modelled as a continuous probability density function.
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The total accumulated fatigue damage at the end of year t can be approximated by its
expected value as [37]:

Dtot(t) = E

[
N(t)

∑
i=1

∆Di

]
≈ E[N(t)]·E[∆Di] (34)

where E[N(t)] is the expected number of stress cycles and E[∆Di] is the expected damage
increment in the time period [0, t]. The damage increment, E[∆Di], for a bi linear SN curve
can be calculated as [38,39]:

E[∆Di] =
1

K2

∫ ∆σ′

0
(∆σ)m2 f (∆σ) d∆σ +

1
K1

∫ ∞

∆σ′
(∆σ)m1 f (∆σ) d∆σ (35)

The expected number of stress cycles, E[N(t)], is given by:

E[N(t)] = ν·t (36)

Probabilistic and Correlation Model for the Fatigue Reliability Calculation

The application of the Palmgren–Miner rule for the calculation of the reliability of the
welded connection is subjected to different uncertainties, which are related to [40]:

• Fatigue modelling (uncertainty of the validity of the SN model);
• Fatigue resistance (uncertainty of the applied SN curve);
• Fatigue loading (natural variability and uncertainty in the environmental modelling

and stress calculations).

To account for the uncertainty in the Palmgren–Miner rule, the fatigue limit, ∆, is
modelled as a random variable (lognormal distributed) with a mean of one [30]. The
random properties of ∆ can explain the deviations in real loads and conditions from those
in fatigue tests and especially include the effect of variable amplitude loading [40]. The
uncertainty in the SN curve on the constant amplitude fatigue resistance is modelling
the parameters K1 and K2 as random variables (commonly normal distributed log(K1)
and log(K2)). The uncertainty in the fatigue stress estimation is composed of different
factors [41]. The uncertainty in load calculation, XODS, the uncertainty in nominal stress
calculation, XMat and XMech, and the uncertainty in hot-spot stress calculation, XSCF, have
already been considered in the determination of the stress ranges (Section 3.1). The uncer-
tainty in the quality of detail, BQ, is directly considered in the calculation of the expected
damage increment (Equation (35)), which can be rewritten as:

E[∆Di] =
1

K2

∫ ∆σ′

0
(BQ∆σ)m2 f (∆σ) d∆σ +

1
K1

∫ ∞

∆σ′
(BQ∆σ)m1 f (∆σ) d∆σ (37)

The limit state function, which describes the event of failure is given by:

g(xSN , t) = ∆− ν · t · E[∆Di] (38)

where the uncertainties associated with the SN fatigue assessment are summarized in
XSN =

[
∆, K1, K2, BQ

]T . The event of failure occurs if D(XSN , t) = {g(XSN , t) ≤ 0}.
The uncertainties in the SN curve’s intercepts K1 and K2 are fully correlated with

each other, while the correlation between the SN curve’s intercepts and the limit state ∆ is
zero [42]. While the random variables K1, K2 and ∆ are referred to in the Palmgren–Miner
rule, the uncertainty in the quality of detail, BQ, is referred to in the stress range estimation,
so that the correlation between these variables is zero.
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The cumulative probability of failure, Pf (t), at the end of service year t is defined by
integrating the joint PDF of the fatigue model parameters XSN , f (xSN) over the domain
Ω = {XSN : g(xSN , t) ≤ 0}:

Pf (t) =
∫

g(xSN ,t)≤0

f (xSN)dxSN (39)

which can be calculated by using the Monte Carlo simulation technique, where the annual
probability of failure at service year t is given by:

∆p f (t) = Pf (t)− Pf (t− 1) (40)

and the corresponding annual reliability index, β(t), is obtained from:

β(t) = −Φ−1
[
∆p f (t)

]
(41)

where Φ[·] is the standardized normal distribution function.

5. Numerical Study

In the following, the approach in Section 3 for the determination of the predicted
posterior stress range PDF based on predicted strain measurements in wind turbine support
structures is presented in a numerical study at a monopile in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2,
the predicted posteriors stress ranges are input in the fatigue calculation to recalculate the
reliability and update the prior reliability according to Section 4.

5.1. Calculation of the Predicted Posterior Stress Ranges

In the design phase of wind turbines, the time-dependent behavior is simulated
with a time series of the stress resultants RODS(t). For the determination of the stress
resultants, probabilistic engineering models are used, which consider and forecast the
environmental conditions. In general, wind turbines are affected by the occurrence of wind
and additionally, those offshore are effected by waves and currents [27].

For the determination of the prior stress range distribution, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, and the

stress range distribution, f
(
∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign
)
, for updating the prior stress ranges, the stress

resultants, RODS(t), are derived from a simplified generic wind turbine model with a
monopile support structure considering the wind speed, vWind, and the wind direction. The
data on the wind direction and speed are taken from the Copernicus Marine Data Store [43].
The wind direction is divided in eight directions, from north (N), north east (NE), . . . , to
west north (WN). The probability of occurrence, p, classified by the wind direction is shown
in Figure 6b.
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The distribution of the wind speed is described by a Weibull distribution [44]. Based
on the determined wind directions, for each wind direction, the shape and scale parameters
are determined (shown in Figure 6a for the east wind direction). Thus, for each wind
direction, the wind speed parameters are calculated (Table 1).

Table 1. Parameter of the wind speed depending on the wind direction.

Wind Direction Probability of Occurrence, p
Wind Speed

Shape Parameter Scale Parameter/ m/s

North (N) 0.056 1.94 7.75
North east (NE) 0.086 2.15 8.94

East (E) 0.117 2.39 8.61
East south (ES) 0.108 2.34 8.19

South (S) 0.119 2.31 8.35
South west (SW) 0.175 2.40 9.75

West (W) 0.227 2.46 9.72
West north (WN) 0.107 2.10 8.48

From the distribution of the wind speed depending on the wind direction, the moment,
Mwind, and the force, Vwind, can be derived, which appear in the cross-section of the strain
gauges due to the wind. Starting from the wind speed and using the Betz’s Elementary
Momentum Theory [1], the wind force, Fwind, can be determined. This force arises from the
wind speed impacting the rotor blades and can be calculated as [45]:

Fwind =
1
2

cTρair Av2
wind (42)

where ρair is the air density, A = π ·
(

dRotor
2

)2
is the area through which the air passes at

velocity vwind and cT is the thrust coefficient, which is a function of the wind speed. For the
calculation, a simplification is made, i.e., the thrust coefficient is assumed to be constant at
cT = 0.6. The wind speed at the rotor hub for the determination of the force, Fwind, result
from the European Standard EN 61400-1 and can be calculated as [46]:

vwind(xRotor) = v(xwind) ·
(

xRotor
xwind

)α

(43)
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where v(xwind) is the measured wind speed at the maximum xwind and vwind(xRotor) is the
wind speed at the maximum xRotor. α, the wind shear or power law exponent, is 0.2. Due
to the large surface area, A, covered by the rotor blades and the resulting force, Fwind, the
wind force on the pile, with a significantly lower surface area, is neglected in this simplified
generic model.

The measurement of the wind speed and direction takes place at a maximum of
xwind = 10 m above ground level, while the strain gauges are installed at xstrain = 20 m
above the ground level. The height of the rotor hub is xRotor = 100 m above the ground
level (Figure 7a).
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Figure 7. (a) Schematic representation of the wind turbine, (b) wind directions relative to the global
coordinate system, with marked shear force, Vwind, and moment, Mwind, when the wind direction is
northerly in the cross-section of the strain gauges.

For the calculation of the moment, Mwind, and the shear force, Vwind, in the cross-
section of the strain gauges, a FE model with soil–pile interaction is used to consider the
characteristics of the soil. The length of the pile below the sea bottom is xSoil = 50 m [47].
The soil consists of sand at the top of small layer, followed by till, and the last layer is
formed of chalk [47].

The lateral soil–structure interaction is modelled discretely with a set of independent
nonlinear soil springs, which are distributed over the length of the embedded pile. The
variable stiffness of the single springs is generally defined by the so-called p–y curves,
which are material- and depth-dependent and describe the nonlinear soil response (i.e., the
integrated subgrade reaction p) as a function of the lateral pile displacement, y, at a given
depth. The p–y curves were here calculated using the IGtHPile software from the Leibnitz
University [48]. In this case, and due to the lack of specific calculation methods for the till
and chalk materials in the IGtHPile software, the stiff clay formulation according to Reese
and Cox [49] is adopted for the main solid ground layers (till and chalk).

The structure itself is modelled as a beam, while the steel properties are modelled as
linear elastic. At the top of this FE model, the calculated wind force, Fwind, is applied to the
structure (Figure 7b). Ansys APDL software was employed for the calculation.

Based on the distribution of the wind speed given for each wind direction, the fol-
lowing shape and scale parameters for the bending moment and the shear force in the
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cross-section of the strain gauges are determined (Table 2). The distribution can also be
modelled as a Weibull distribution, similar to the distribution of the wind speed.

Table 2. Characteristic values (shape and scale parameter) of shear force, Vwind, and the moment,
Mwind, using an FE model and considering the soil–pile interaction.

Wind Direction
Moment, Mwind Shear Force, Vwind

Shape Scale/Nm Shape Scale/N

North (N) 0.993 7.7618 × 107 0.993 970235
North east (NE) 1.098 1.0087 × 108 1.098 1.260 × 106

East (E) 1.218 9.2433 × 107 1.218 1.155 × 106

East south (ES) 1.179 8.4531 × 107 1.179 1.056 × 106

South (S) 1.169 8.8526 × 107 1.169 1.106 × 106

South west (SW) 1.212 1.2050 × 108 1.212 1.506 × 106

West (W) 1.243 1.1818 × 108 1.243 1.477 × 106

West north (WN) 1.058 9.0789 × 107 1.058 1.134 × 106

The force, Vwind(t), and the moment, Mwind(t), are modelled as stationary stochastic
processes, i.e., the probability density function is constant over time. The underlying
correlation function of the process is assumed to be of the exponential type with correlation
length z [50]:

KMwind Mwind(∆t) = Cor[Mwind(t), Mwind(t + ∆t)] = exp
(
−∆t

z

)
KVwindVwind(∆t) = Cor[Vwind(t), Vwind(t + ∆t)] = exp

(
−∆t

z

) (44)

Moreover, the force and the moment are also correlated with each other, due to the
fact that both result from the same wind speed. The correlation between these values at the
same point of time, ∆t = 0, is assumed to be high (ρ = 0.9) and also exponential. Thus, the
following correlation function is used:

KMwindVwind(∆t) = Cor[Mwind(t), Vwind(t + ∆t)] = 0.9 · exp
(
−∆t

z

)
(45)

According to the European Standard EN 61400-1 [46], the length of the stochastic
process is t = 600 s. The sampling rate is chosen to be 1 Hz; thus, the total number of
sampling points for one stochastic process is 600.

Based on the force, Vwind(t), the moment, Mwind(t), and the wind direction, the stress
resultants, RODS(t), can be calculated using the trigonometric functions sin() and cos().

The prior stress ranges, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, from the stress resultants are determined for

eight positions in the same cross-section as the strain gauges are installed. The positions
are evenly distributed over the circumference (Figure 8).

Based on realizations of the stochastic process for the force, Vwind(t), and the moment,
Mwind(t), the stress resultants can be determined and thus the nominal stress, σnominal(t),
taking the overall dynamic simulation uncertainties and the uncertainty in the mechanical
model into account. For the determination of the hot spot stress, σhot spot(t), from the nomi-
nal stress, the stress concentration factor SCF is multiplied, while XSCF is the uncertainty
in the stress concentration factor. The stress concentration factor for tubular butt weld
connections is calculated according to [30]:

SCF = 1 +
6(δt + δm − δ0)

t
1

1 +
(

T
t

)β
e−α (46)
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where α and β are calculated by:

α =
1.82L√

Dt
1

1 +
(

T
t

)β
(47)

β = 1.5− 1.0

log
(

D
t

) +
3.0(

log
(

D
t

))2 (48)

with D describing the outer tubular diameter, L is the length of the weld at the surface and
t and T are the thicknesses of the two pile segments, where it is assumed that there is no
change in the thickness and δ0 = 0.05 · t and δt = 0.5(T − t).
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Thus, the hot spot stress determined from Equation (12) is input into the rainflow
counting algorithm for the determination of the stress ranges (Equation (13)). Table 3
summarizes the probabilistic model parameters together with the deterministic parameters
applied in the calculation of the predicted posterior stress ranges of the numerical study.

For the determination of the prior stress ranges, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, at the eight positions, for

every wind direction 500 independent realizations of the stochastic process of the force,
Vwind(t), and the moment, Mwind(t), are simulated. In fatigue analysis, the distribution
of the stress ranges is described by a Weibull distribution with shape, k∆S, and scale, λ∆S,
parameters [30]. The determined parameters are given in Table A1 (see Appendix A).

Based on the prior data on the stress resultants from the design, the stress ranges based
on strain measurements, f

(
∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign
)
, are determined and forecasted as described

detailed in Section 3. The uncertainties in the strain measurement process, XStrain, amp
and XStrain, app, and in the material, XMat, and mechanical, XMech, models, as well as the
uncertainty in the stress concentration factor XSCF, have to be considered.

For the determination of f
(
∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign
)

at the eight positions (Figure 8) for each
wind direction, 200 independent realizations of the stochastic processes of the force, Vwind(t),
and the moment, Mwind(t), are simulated.
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Table 3. Probabilistic and deterministic parameters for the calculation for the predicted posterior
stress ranges.

Parameter Unit Distribution Values Reference

Model uncertainty Bp µm/m normal µ = 0 σ = 1 [33]
Uncertain amplifying

deviation factor faa - uniform µ = 1 σ =
1.73× 10−4 [34,51]

Uncertain amplifier zero
deviation faz µm/m uniform µ = 0 σ =

6.93× 10−1 [34,51]

Model uncertainty associated
with the gauge factor

correction model
Bs - normal µ = 0 σ =

4.38× 10−4 [33]

Gauge factor variation fs,v - normal µ = 0 σ = 7× 10−3 [34,51]

αk 1/◦C normal µ = 0 σ =
6.99× 10−2 [34,51]

Model uncertainty of the
temperature variation curve BT µm/(m K) normal µ = 0 σ = 1.19 [34,51]

Temperature T ◦C deterministic 20 [33]
Transverse sensitivity q - deterministic 5× 10−4 [32]

Poisson’s ratio ν0 - deterministic 0.285 [32]
εq/ε l - deterministic 0.3

Outer diameter d m deterministic 7
Thickness t m deterministic 0.07

Level wind direction/speed
measurement xwind m deterministic 10

Level strain measurement xstrain m deterministic 20
Level rotor hub xRotor m deterministic 100

Angle of the strain gauge
α ◦ deterministic 45
β ◦ deterministic 90
γ ◦ deterministic 135

Young’s modulus E N/mm2 lognormal µ = 2.1× 105 σ = 0.03× µ [28]
Poisson’s ratio ν - lognormal µ = 0.3 σ = 0.03× µ [28]

Uncertainty in the mechanical
model XMech - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.03 [28]

Uncertainties in the overall
dynamic simulation

Xdyn - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.125 [26]
Xwave - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.1 [26]

Xst - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.03 [26]
Xexp - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.15 [26]

Uncertainty in the stress
concentration factor XSCF lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.05 [27]

Length of the weld L m deterministic 0.05
Eccentricity (misalignment) δm - deterministic 0.01

The probability density function of the stress ranges, f
(
∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign
)
, is estimated

by using kernel density estimation (KDE) [52], which is defined by:

f̂n(∆σ) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

K
(

∆σ− ∆σi

h

)
(49)

where K is representing the kernel, n is the number of determined stress ranges ∆σi
and h > 0 is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. For the determination, the
bandwidth is chosen as h = 0.1 and as a kernel, an exponential kernel is used:

K(∆σ, h) ∝ exp
(

∆σ

h

)
(50)

Thus, as an example for the northerly wind direction at position 2, the following
distribution of the stress ranges, f

(
∆σM

∣∣∆σDesign
)
, is given (Figure 9).
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With the information from the prior stress ranges and stress ranges based on strain
measurements, the continuous predicted posterior stress range probability density function
can be calculated according to Equation (4). The result of the probability density function
at the same position 2 for a northerly wind direction is shown in Figure 10.
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for a northerly wind direction.

The difference between the probability density functions, prior and those based on
strain measurements, is very small. For the determination of the influence of the uncertain-
ties, a sensitivity analysis was performed for the design (prior) and measurements based on
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the hot spot stress, σhot spot. The first order sensitivity indexes were calculated using a Monte
Carlo Simulation (MCS) for a constant strain state with varying the uncertainties [53].

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in the Figure 11.
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The uncertainty, Xexp , in the modelling of the exposure has the highest influence on
the nominal stress (prior and based on strain measurements), followed by the uncertainty,
Xdyn, related to modelling of the dynamics. The uncertainties in the strain measurement,
summarized as Xapp and Xamp, and the uncertainty in the material model, given by E
and ν, have a very small influence on the hot spot stress similar to the uncertainty in the
mechanical model, Xmech.

Due to the small influence of the strain measurement and material uncertainties, the
probability density function of the stress ranges based on strain measurements does not
differ very much from the prior PDF of the stress ranges.

5.2. Prior and Predicted Posterior Fatigue Reliability of a Welded Joint

Based on the prior and predicted posterior stress range distributions, f
(
∆σDesign

)
and

f
(
∆σDesign

∣∣∆σM
)
, the reliability of the welded joint can be determined.

The limit state equation considering each wind direction and the probability of occur-
rence is given as:

g(XSN , t) = ∆− ν · t ∑
j=1

pj · Ej[∆Di] (51)

where pj is the probability of occurrence of the wind direction and Ej[∆Di] is the corre-
sponding damage increment (Equation (37)). The uncertainty in the underlying SN curve
is given by fatigue design of the steel structures standard by DNVGL [30]. The character-
istic bi-linear SN curve for the structures is described by negative inverse slopes m1 = 3
and m2 = 5 and the intercepts logKC1 = 12.18 and logKC2 = 16.13. The mean SN curve
for probabilistic calculation is determined from the characteristic SN curve, assuming a
standard deviation of slogN = 0.2.

logKi = logKCi + 2 · slogN (52)
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Both SN curves are shown in Figure 12.
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Based on the limit state function (Equation (51)), a failure occurs if g(XSN , t) ≤ 0 with
XSN =

[
∆, K1, K2, BQ

]T . The probabilistic model parameters, together with the determinis-
tic parameters applied for the reliability calculation of the numerical study, are summarized
in Table 4.

Table 4. Probabilistic and deterministic parameters for the calculation for the reliability index and the
cumulative probability of failure.

Parameter Unit Distribution Values Reference

Number of stress cycles ν - deterministic 1.5× 107

Inverse slopes of the SN
curve

m1 - deterministic 3 [30]
m2 - deterministic 5 [30]

SN curve intercepts logK1 - normal µ = 12.45 σ = 0.2 [30]
logK2 - normal µ = 16.48 σ = 0.2 [30]

Detail quality BQ - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.37 [41]
SN fatigue limit ∆ - lognormal µ = 1 σ = 0.3 [30]

For the given prior stress range distribution, f
(
∆σDesign

)
, and the determined pre-

dicted posterior stress range distribution, f
(
∆σDesign

∣∣∆σM
)
, the event of failure is calculated

in a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) with 108 simulations, varying the uncertain parameters
of the damage increment and the limit state function. Over a service life of 25 years, the
following cumulative probabilities of failure and reliability are determined for position 1
(Figure 13).
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a sensitivity analysis determining the first order sensitivity index was performed [53]. The 
influence of the input parameters over the service life is shown in Figure 14. 
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To determine the influence of the uncertainty parameters on the limit state function, a
sensitivity analysis determining the first order sensitivity index was performed [53]. The
influence of the input parameters over the service life is shown in Figure 14.
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At the beginning of the service life, the SN fatigue limit, ∆, shows the highest influence,
but then decreases approximately exponentially. The uncertainty in quality of detail, BQ,
is at the beginning is very low, but then increases, before it is approximately constant at
the end. The SN curve intercepts K1 and K2 have only a minor influence on the limit state
function over the service life.

6. Summary and Concluding Remarks

This article contains a fatigue reliability analysis of a welded joint based on predicted
posterior stress ranges, which are determined from predicted strain measurements of
turbine support structures. From the calculation of the predicted posterior probabilities,
the developed approach facilitates the integration in a pre-posterior decision analysis.

In the first part, an approach for the determination of the continuous predicted poste-
rior stress range distribution of a welded connection of a wind turbine with a fixed support
structure is presented. Based on the information of the stress resultants from the design,
the continuous prior stress range distribution is determined considering uncertainties in
the overall dynamic simulation, the mechanical model and the stress concentration factor.
The prior distribution is updated with stress ranges based on predicted measured strains,
which are derived from the data on the stress resultants from the design. Using the mate-
rial and mechanical models, considering uncertainties in the strain measurement and the
material and mechanical models, as well as the stress concentration factor, the continuous
predicted posterior stress range distribution is determined by applying Bayesian updating.
The difference between the prior stress range distribution and the stress ranges based on
strain measurements is very small, as the influence of the overall dynamic simulation
uncertainties is dominant and the influence of other uncertainties is small. The order of
uncertainties is similar for prior stress ranges and the predicted stress ranges based on
strain measurements. A reduction in uncertainty of predicted strain measurements does
not take place, as the stress ranges are based on the dominant stress resultants from the
design. After posterior updating, the prior stress range distribution, the probability of
smaller stress ranges increases, while the occurrence of higher stress ranges decreases.
Furthermore, the presented approach is also applicable or the investigation of welded joints
of other support structures, such as jacket structures or floating structures, if the stress
resultants from the design are available.

In the second part, the prior and the predicted posterior stress ranges are utilized
in a fatigue reliability calculation. The event of failure for the SN approach is defined
based on a limit state function. Considering uncertainty in the quality of detail, in the
fatigue limit and the underlying SN curve itself, the cumulative probability of failure for
the prior and predicted posterior stress ranges over the service life is determined. Based on
the annual probability of failure, the reliability index is calculated. The posterior fatigue
reliability is higher than the prior fatigue reliability from the design. In comparison with the
scientific literature, similar reliability increases depending on the uncertainty of additional
information are found [3,54].

The approach presented in Section 3 allows the prediction of strain measurements
in support structures of wind turbines using stress resultant design data. The predicted
strains can be used to update the prior stress ranges to the predicted posterior stress
ranges. This enables the calculation of the posterior reliability to make predictions about
the future structural reliability before the measurement system is installed. Moreover, the
predicted strain measurements or updated stress ranges can be used as input in a pre-
posterior decision analysis to forecast the optimal inspection strategy (e.g., to determine
the inspection time of welded joint) or to make statements about the future positioning of
strain gauges of the monitoring system.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Characteristic parameters of the prior stress ranges, f
(

∆σDesign

)
, depending on the wind

direction.

Wind Direction
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4

Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2

North (N) 1.03 5.11 × 10−2 0.67 3.04 × 106 0.67 4.30 × 106 0.67 3.04 × 106

North east (NE) 0.71 3.84 × 106 0.71 5.43 × 106 0.71 3.84 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2

East (E) 0.75 5.27 × 106 0.75 3.73 × 106 1.04 5.17 × 10−2 0.75 3.73 × 106

East south (ES) 0.73 3.17 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2 0.73 3.17 × 106 0.73 4.48 × 106

South (S) 1.04 5.16 × 10−2 0.73 3.48 × 106 0.73 4.92 × 106 0.73 3.48 × 106

South west (SW) 0.74 4.50 × 106 0.74 6.36 × 106 0.74 4.50 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2

West (W) 0.73 6.65 × 106 0.73 4.70 × 106 1.04 5.14 × 10−2 0.73 4.70 × 106

West north (WN) 0.69 3.43 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2 0.69 3.43 × 106 0.69 4.85 × 106

Wind Direction
Position 5 Position 6 Position 7 Position 8

Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2 Shape Scale, N/m2

North (N) 1.03 5.11 × 10−2 0.67 3.04 × 106 0.67 4.30 × 106 0.67 3.04 × 106

North east (NE) 0.71 3.84 × 106 0.71 5.43 × 106 0.71 3.84 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2

East (E) 0.75 5.27 × 106 0.75 3.73 × 106 1.04 5.17 × 10−2 0.75 3.73 × 106

East south (ES) 0.73 3.17 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2 0.73 3.17 × 106 0.73 4.48 × 106

South (S) 1.04 5.16 × 10−2 0.73 3.48 × 106 0.73 4.92 × 106 0.73 3.48 × 106

South west (SW) 0.74 4.50 × 106 0.74 6.36 × 106 0.74 4.50 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2

West (W) 0.73 6.65 × 106 0.73 4.70 × 106 1.04 5.14 × 10−2 0.73 4.70 × 106

West north (WN) 0.69 3.43 × 106 1.04 5.12 × 10−2 0.69 3.43 × 106 0.69 4.85 × 106
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